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>>; Name of a person website. Name of a person is VERY WELL-LIKED in Location by all

except the traitorous

>>; Noun there. Hmmmm.... Just like the USA! He is respected more so there than

>>; our Islamo-loving nigger-in-Chief (sorry girls, I meant "N-word in chief").

>>; I use that word specifically. Im for Allen West or Cain for PRESIDENT. Both

>>; are black, but are no way the low-class, psychotic reflections of a human

>>; being, as this shit-bag-in-the- WhiteHouse is. It is a testimony to the

>>; restraint and decency of ordinary Americans that these Ameri-Comms are not

>>; being confronted - physically and harshly - on the streets by people with



>>; ropes and guns in their hands. Did you notice the fool couldnt even give a

>>; toast to the Queen without it being written down for him and he brings a

>>; TELEPROMPTER to speak even to a small group for a few minutes. Cant do a

>>; news conference without ass-licking newscasters (Faganopolos, Rachel Madow,

>>; ABC, NBC, HUFF Post; all the soviet bitches; etc.) licking his answers like

>>; Barney Frank in one of his whorehouses with a teenage boy. No guts to face

>>; Limbaugh, Beck, all the heavy hitters he runs from like the Communist bitch

>>; he is.

>>;

>>; What a shame so few of my sons lack the balls to read Ayn Rand. Some say



>>; they have, but their honesty shines doubtfully in the light of

>>; understanding. What does a Peter Keating or an Elsworth Tooey have to do

>>; with truth? I suppose if you read it with a tutor from the Huffington Post

>>; University to instruct you on how to think and interpret it you could SAY

>>; you read it, just like being towed by a rope in the water allows you to say

>>; you swam the English Channel. OBTW, have you noticed all the data on Global

>>; Warming has been discovered to be a lie? Are you still wiping your ass with

>>; one square of TP to save the polar bears? Don't forget to wash....
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